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Physicochemical Characterization of Thermally Aged Anodic
Films on Magnetron-Sputtered Niobium
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bGraduate School of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060-8628, Japan

The influence of thermal aging, at intermediate temperature �1 h at 250°C� and in different environments, on the electronic and
solid-state properties of stabilized 160 nm thick amorphous anodic niobia, grown on magnetron-sputtered niobium metal, has been
studied. A detailed physicochemical characterization of the a-Nb2O5/0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte junction has been carried out by
means of photocurrent and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy as well as by differential admittance �DA� measurements. A
change in the optical bandgap �3.45 eV� of niobia film has been observed after aging �3.30 eV� at 250°C in air for 1 h. A cathodic
shift �0.15–0.2 V� in the flatband potential of the junction has been observed. The frequency dependence of DA data agrees with
expectations of the theory of amorphous semiconductor Schottky barrier. The fitting of both components of DA allowed to get
information on the distribution of the electronic density of states as a function of energy and distance from the metal oxide
interface. The DA measurements evidenced for vacuum-treated niobia film an insulating to semiconductor transition. These
findings can help to explain the large changes in the measured values of capacitance, after aging, and the larger leakage current
observed in niobia electrolytic capacitors.
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Anodic niobia films have been recently proposed as a possible
substitute for tantala in solid-state electrolytic capacitors1-7 or as
gate oxide in organic/inorganic field effect transistors8-11 owing to
their higher dielectric constant and/or lower cost, which makes them
quite attractive in low cost electronic applications. However, with
respect to tantala, the electrical behavior of niobia anodic films pre-
sents some drawbacks �higher leakage current and thermal instabil-
ity�, which make their use rather problematic specially if employed
at higher temperatures. As reported by different authors, the dielec-
tric properties �mainly the capacitance values� of a thick anodic
oxide film on niobium are greatly affected if, after formation at high
potential, the oxide films are thermally aged for some hours at not
too high temperature �T = 523 K� in various environments.1,6,12

However, niobium appears a very appealing material owing to
the possibility to grow, in a large range of thicknesses and under
suitable conditions, a corrosion-resistant amorphous semiconductor
�a-SC� oxide film. This aspect makes anodic niobium oxide a model
system for testing the validity of the theory of a-SC Schottky barri-
ers also in semiconductor/electrolyte �SC/El� junctions.13-17 In the
more recent papers,16-18 the theory of an amorphous SC Schottky
barrier is able to explain, in a very large range of electrode potentials
�high band-bending �HBB� region� and ac frequencies, both the
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy �EIS� spectra and the be-
havior of both components of admittance as a function of the elec-
trode potential of thin and thick films of semiconducting anodic
niobia. Such investigations allowed us to overcome some of the
inconsistencies �such as the frequency dependence of donor/
acceptor concentration and flatband potential values� usually en-
countered in characterizing the electronic properties of anodic films
by using the simple Mott–Schottky analysis to interpret the imped-
ance behavior of amorphous semiconducting passive films. More-
over, from such studies we have been able to derive a more correct
location of the characteristic energy levels of the SC/El junction,
such as flatband potential, UFB, conduction and valence band mobil-
ity edges �EC,EV�, and some useful information on the density of
electronic states �DOS� distribution in the anodic film, thus provid-
ing a deeper understanding of the solid-state properties of anodic
films on metal.
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In a very recent paper, a preliminary analysis of the electronic
properties of aged niobia films based on EIS was carried out,19 thus
allowing us to get some information on the effect of different ther-
mal treatments on the electrochemical behavior of anodic Nb2O5. In
this work, a more detailed characterization of amorphous, thermally
aged, anodic niobia carried out by photocurrent spectroscopy �PCS�
and differential admittance �DA� measurements is reported. An in-
terpretation of the influence of aging conditions on the solid-state
and electronic properties of anodic niobia is presented based on the
theory of amorphous SCs.

Experimental

Niobium films ��300 nm thick� were magnetron-sputtered onto
a glass substrate using a 99.9% pure niobium target of 100 mm
diameter. The deposited niobium had a body-centered cubic struc-
ture with a �110� preferred orientation.12 These films were anodized
at a constant current density of 50 A m−2 in 0.1 mol dm−3 ammo-
nium pentaborate El at 293 K, the potential being kept constant for
1 h �called AF samples� at the final cell voltage of 50 V. Some of the
anodized specimens were heat-treated in air �TA samples� or in
vacuum at �0.5–1� � 10−5 Torr �TV samples� and 523 K for 1 h.
Re-anodizing of the heat-treated specimens �TAR samples� was also
carried out under the above conditions.

Impedance spectra and DA curves were recorded in 0.5 M
H2SO4 solution by using a Parstat 2263 connected to a computer for
the data acquisition. For all the experiments, a Pt net having a very
high surface area was used as a counter electrode, and a saturated
calomel electrode �SCE� was employed as a reference electrode. The
inverse of the capacitive component of the admittance was presented
in the DA plots in analogy to the classical Mott–Schottky represen-
tation and to get a rapid clue of the flatband potential value deter-
mination.

The experimental setup employed for the photoelectrochemical
investigations is described elsewhere.20 It consists of a 450 W UV/
visible xenon lamp coupled with a monochromator �Kratos�, which
allows monochromatic irradiation of the specimen surface through
the electrochemical cell quartz windows. A two-phase lock-in am-
plifier �EG&G� was used in connection with a mechanical chopper
�frequency: 13 Hz� to separate the photocurrent from the total cur-
rent circulating in the cell due to the potentiostatic control. Photo-
current spectra reported below were corrected for the relative photon
efficiency of the light source at each wavelength, so that the photo-
current yield in arbitrary current units was represented in the Y axis.
CS license or copyright; see http://www.ecsdl.org/terms_use.jsp
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Results and Discussion

Photoelectrochemical study.— In Fig. 1, we report the photocur-
rent spectra relating to the 50 V anodic film on Nb before and after
different treatments, recorded by polarizing the electrode at 1
V�SCE� in 0.5 M H2SO4. In the vicinity of the bandgap, by assum-
ing indirect �nondirect for amorphous materials21� optical transi-
tions, the following equation holds22

�Iphh��0.5 � �h� − Eg� �1�

where Iph is the measured photocurrent corrected for the relative
photon efficiency �photocurrent yield� of the light source at each
wavelength and Eg is the mobility gap of the oxide for amorphous
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Figure 1. Raw photocurrent spectra relating to 50 V anodic films on Nb
before and after different treatments, recorded in 0.5 M H2SO4 by polarizing
the electrodes at 1 V�SCE�.
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materials. Such a relationship assumes a direct proportionality be-
tween the photocurrent yield and the light absorption coefficient,
and it holds also for thin and thick amorphous oxide films.20,23

Equation 1 allows us to estimate the mobility gap �Eg � 3.45 eV�
of the investigated films by extrapolating the �Iphh��0.5 vs h� plot to
zero �see Fig. 2�. Photocurrent is present at energy lower than the
estimated bandgap value �see Fig. 2a�, originating another linear
region in the �Iphh��0.5 vs h� plot ending at around 2.95 eV, which
can be associated with optical transitions involving localized states
inside the mobility gap of the oxide.21 In the presence of a DOS
distribution varying linearly with energy close to the bandedges, Eq.
1 keeps holding, provided that Eg represents now the difference in
energy between the conduction band mobility edge and the highest
energy level of valence band localized states or the difference in
energy between the valence band mobility edge and the lowest en-
ergy level of conduction band localized states.21 Similar results have
been reported for thick a-Nb2O5 anodic film grown on bulk metal so
that this feature appears as intrinsic to anodic niobia regardless of
the initial metal surface preparation.23

By comparing the photocurrent spectra recorded for all the in-
vestigated samples, the following aspects arise:

1. The mobility gap of anodic Nb2O5 is slightly reduced to 3.30
eV by the thermal treatment in air, while it is not appreciably influ-
enced by thermal treatment in vacuum �see Table I�.

2. The photocurrent tail at energy lower than the mobility gap is
reduced after thermal treatment in air but not after thermal treatment
in vacuum �see Fig. 2b and d�.

3. The effect of thermal treatment, under air exposure, on the
mobility gap value is canceled by the re-anodizing process when
almost the same value of 3.44 eV is measured for the mobility gap
but without tailing.

According to this, we can conclude that the thermal treatment in air
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Figure 2. �Color online� �Iphh��0.5 vs h�
plot relating to 50 V anodic films on Nb
before and after different treatments, re-
corded by polarizing the electrodes at 8
V�SCE� in 0.5 M H2SO4.
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is very effective in suppressing the tailing in the photocurrent spec-
tra of niobia also after re-anodizing, probably by reducing the inten-
sity of optical transitions between extended and localized electronic
states �see below�. Photocurrent vs electrode potential �photocharac-
teristics� curves at a constant irradiating wavelength �with h�
� Eg� were recorded for all the investigated oxides by scanning the
electrode potential in the cathodic direction at 10 mV s−1 �see Fig.
3�. The Iph vs UE curves were fitted according to a power law

�Iph�n � �UE − V�� �2�

The best-fitting exponent, n, and the extrapolated zero photocurrent
potential, V�, which can be assumed as a rough estimate of the
flatband potential, UFB, are reported in Table I for a fixed wave-
length �� = 320 nm� and a constant photon flux. As expected, V�

depends on the postanodizing treatment, with the most cathodic val-
ues pertaining to niobium oxide after thermal treatment in vacuum
�V� = −0.41 V/SCE� or in air �V� = −0.37 V/SCE�. Both these
values are appreciably more cathodic than the values measured for
as-formed �V� � −0.21 V/SCE� and re-anodized samples �V� =
−0.14 V/SCE�.

As a general rule, we have to say that the V� parameter, derived
from fitting with a power law of the Iph vs UE plots, tends to assume,
like the onset photocurrent potential, more anodic values with re-
spect to the true flatband potential,11 and the values change appre-
ciably with a small change in n. For these reasons, whenever pos-
sible, a determination of the flatband potential in dark conditions is
desirable �see DA measurements below�. Moreover, in a previous
work on anodic niobia,23 thick anodic niobia film displayed V� val-
ues anodically shifting with the intensity of illumination. However,
owing to the use of the same wavelength and photon flux for all
investigated samples, we can reasonably assume that the relative
shift in the V� value for the different samples, as a function of the

Table I. Parameters obtained from the analysis of photocurrent
spectra (Fig. 2) and photocharacteristic at � = 320 nm (Fig. 3)
according to Eq. 1 and 2, respectively (see text).

Sample
Eg

�eV�
V�

�V�SCE�� n

AF 3.45 �0.21 0.91
TA 3.30 �0.37 0.875
TAR 3.44 �0.14 0.915
TV 3.45 �0.41 0.84
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Figure 3. Photocurrent vs electrode potential curves relating to 50 V anodic
films on Nb before and after different treatments, recorded at 320 nm in 0.5
M H2SO4 by scanning the electrode potential in the cathodic direction at
10 mV s−1.
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postanodizing treatment, is a real experimental finding and not an
artifact of the illumination intensity. It follows that the cathodic shift
of V� �and possibly of UFB�, after thermal treatment in air or under
vacuum, agrees with previous observations reporting an increasing
nonstoichiometry of the film after thermal treatment owing to an
increased concentration of undervalent niobium into the oxide due
to oxygen dissolution into the metal at the metal–oxide
interface.1,3,24 However, while the annealing in vacuum does not
change the mobility gap value as well as the photocurrent tailing at
lower energies, in annealing in oxygen atmosphere, we observe the
disappearance of the tailing as well as a reduction of the mobility
gap, Emg, which decreases of �0.10 to 0.15 eV. The reduction in
Emg could be related to a partial reorganization of the amorphous
structure favored by a high temperature in the presence of oxygen
atmosphere. This would suggest a reorganization of the oxygen ions
around the Nb5+ ions with an increase in the short-range order and a
consequent decrease in the disorder contribution to the measured
optical bandgap.20 This suggestion should agree also with the effect
of the re-anodizing, which brings the optical bandgap to the original
values of 3.40–3.45 eV by introducing again an increasing lattice
disorder as a result of the new ion displacements under anodizing
electric field.

The re-anodizing process affects the optical properties of air-
treated samples by increasing the optical bandgap but by keeping
negligible the intensity of optical transitions involving localized
states within the mobility edges, as evidenced by the lack of any
appreciable tailing in the optical gap of air-treated samples after
re-anodizing �Fig. 2c�. These findings suggest that after air-treatment
a permanent decrease in the localized DOS value occurs, while the
Fermi level changes as a function of the Nb/O stoichiometric ratio.
The thermal treatments favor an increase in this metal/oxygen ratio
and an upraising �more cathodic V�� of the Fermi level, while the
re-anodizing processes decrease it by lowering the Fermi level
�more anodic V�� of the junction. The presence or absence of a
tailing in the optical spectra depends on the localized DOS at ener-
gies below the two mobility edges, as suggested by the fact that the
light absorption coefficient for a given wavelength is related to the
optical transitions involving the joint initial and final DOS.25 The
presence of tailing for the AF sample as well as for the TV-treated
sample must be traced, however, to different origins, and we come
back on these aspects after discussing the DOS distribution, within
the mobility gap of samples, derived from the DA studies.

Concerning the best-fit exponent of the photocharacteristics, for
the investigated films the photocharacteristics displayed a quasi-
linear �AF and TAR samples� or a slightly supralinear �TA and TV
samples� behavior at longer wavelengths �� � 320 nm�. Like for
crystalline films, a quasi-linear or a sublinear dependence of the
measured photocurrent on the applied potential is expected also for
amorphous materials in the absence of trapping phenomena and for
slightly absorbed light �adox � 1�. The supralinear behavior can be
attributed to the presence of surface recombination phenomena �at
low potential� involving the photogenerated carriers as well as to
geminate recombination effects generally occurring in any material
where the photogenerated carriers display very low mobility �like in
amorphous materials�. In the presence of geminate recombination
effects, an influence of the electric field and photon energy, through
the thermalization distance r0 of the photocarriers,20 is expected on
the efficiency of photocarrier generation, which could explain the
supralinear behavior of the photocharacteristics at higher band bend-
ing when the surface recombination process goes to zero. The influ-
ence of trapping of photocarriers and the geminate recombination
effects on the photoelectrochemical behavior of amorphous oxide
have been deeply discussed for anodic niobia23 and other oxides in
previous works where interested readers can find more details.20

As for the influence of postanodizing treatment on the intensity
of photocurrent at constant potential, the results in Fig. 1 show that
at low potentials the niobia samples, after thermal treatment in air or
under vacuum, display almost the same intensity of photocurrent at
any wavelength with I values larger than those recorded on as-
ph
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formed or re-anodized samples. The beneficial effect of the thermal
treatment in increasing the measured photocurrent of an illuminated
anodic passive film is quite common, and it could be attributed to an
improvement of the migration term in the space-charge region of the
amorphous SC, owing to an increase in the photocarrier drift
length20,23 as a consequence of changes in the localized electronic
DOS distribution near the band mobility edges of the oxide. How-
ever, at low electrode potential values �low electric fields into the
SC� the recombination of photogenerated carriers can occur both in
the space-charge region of a-Nb2O5 as well as at the oxide/El inter-
face. Both these recombination processes are favored in as-formed
as well as in re-anodized samples �see Fig. 1�, the latter displaying
the lowest external photocurrent yield at low potential. By assuming
for as-formed and re-anodized samples the formation of insulating-
like anodic niobia film19 �see also admittance measurements�, the
lower electric field and drift mobility conspire in decreasing the drift
length and then the photocurrent answer of these samples at low
electrode potentials.

EIS study.— EIS spectra were recorded in 0.5 M H2SO4 for all
the investigated samples in a wide range of electrode potentials
��0.25 to 6.0 V/SCE�. The impedance spectra were analyzed using
the Kramers–Kronig transforms, as explained elsewhere;26,27 they
obey the causality, linearity, and stability principles.

In Fig. 4, the Bode plot at 0.75 V�SCE� in 0.5 M H2SO4 is
represented for all the samples. The phase shift �Fig. 4b� shows that
the behavior of the Nb2O5 electrodes is capacitive, regardless of the
thermal treatment. The differences among the samples in the high
frequency region �above 1 kHz� are due to the electrolyte resistance,
which changed slightly with the geometrical position of electrodes,
while in the low frequency region �below 10 Hz�, the different be-
haviors can be truly attributed to the different electronic properties.
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Figure 4. Bode representation of the impedance data acquired at 0.75
V�SCE� in 0.5 M H2SO4, relating to 50 V anodic films on Nb before and
after different treatments. �a� Impedance magnitude and �b� phase angle.
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Concerning �Z� �Fig. 4a�, the as-formed oxide shows the highest
values of impedance magnitude, which is slightly reduced by the
thermal treatment in air, this last effect being canceled by the re-
anodizing process. The lowest �Z� is observed for the vacuum-
treated sample, whose impedance is also clearly dependent on the
applied potential, as discussed below. According to the transmission
electron micrograph �TEM� of ultramicrotomed sections as well as
to the glow discharge optical emission spectrometer analysis of the
investigated films,1 changes in the oxide film thickness with the
thermal treatment are negligible so that the decrease in the modulus
of the impedance for vacuum-treated samples is directly related to
the change in the electronic properties of the film due to the thermal
treatment.

As for the fitting of the EIS spectra, an electrical equivalent
circuit quite similar to that previously used for thick anodic
films17,19 on electropolished Nb metal has been used, as reported in
Fig. 5, where an arm in parallel with an ideal SC/El interface is
present to take into account a possible electron-transfer reaction
from/to solution �through localized surface states or directly� to/
from a SC electrode conduction band.28-30 In Table II, we reported
the fitting parameters and the standard deviation obtained for the
vacuum-treated sample. RS = 2.83 	 cm2, CH = 2
� 10−5 F cm−2, and nf = 0.8 for all the exploited electrode poten-
tial ranges �see above�. From the data reported in Table II, it comes
out that the arm in parallel to YSC in Fig. 5, containing the elements
Qf, Rf, and Rp, is practically negligible at any frequency and all
potentials but the lowest.19 According to these findings, the same
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Figure 5. Equivalent electrical circuit employed to simulate the impedance
of the metal/oxide/El interface �adapted from Ref. 19�.

Table II. Fitting parameters and standard deviation obtained
from the fitting of EIS spectra for the vacuum-treated sample
using the equivalent circuit reported in Fig. 5. RS
= 2.83 � cm2, CH = 20 �F cm−2, and nf = 0.8 for all the polar-
ization potentials (adapted from Ref. 19).

UE vs SCE
�V�

Rf
�	 cm2�

Qf
�
S sn cm−2�

Rp
�M	 cm2� �2

�0.25 1.64 7.26 1.01 5.05 � 10−4

0 1.72 � 103 4.71 � 10−1 11.4 2.18 � 10−4

0.25 1.35 � 106 8.99 � 10−2 15.6 2.85 � 10−4

0.5 6.23 � 106 6.02 � 10−2 34.8 3.06 � 10−4

0.75 7.73 � 106 6.09 � 10−2 42.5 3.65 � 10−4

1 8.85 � 106 5.90 � 10−2 48.1 3.03 � 10−4

1.5 8.15 � 106 5.01 � 10−2 45.3 2.71 � 10−4

2 7.10 � 106 4.86 � 10−2 49.5 3.35 � 10−4

4 5.46 � 106 4.33 � 10−2 54.2 3.71 � 10−4

6 3.74 � 106 4.10 � 10−2 59.5 1.60 � 10−4
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electrical equivalent circuit has been adopted by neglecting the par-
allel arm to fit the DA data in the investigated frequency range �see
below�.

DA study.— In previous papers �Ref. 13-18 and references
therein�, a detailed study of the electronic properties of amorphous
passive films has been carried out on the basis of the theory of the
a-SC Schottky barrier, as developed in Ref. 31-35. These studies
have shown that such an approach is able to provide a deeper insight
on the electrical behavior and solid-state properties of passive films.

Although all films investigated in this work are amorphous,1,12

the as-formed as well as the re-anodized samples displayed very
different electrical behaviors with respect to the vacuum- and air-
treated samples. Thus, we present separately the results of the DA
measurements of the two groups of samples, but we discuss to-
gether, in a following section, the electronic properties of all
samples.
As-formed and air-treated re-anodized samples.— As evidenced in
Ref. 19, the differential capacitance of as-formed as well as of re-
anodized samples is almost potential independent at different fre-
quencies but slightly dependent on the ac frequency up to 5 kHz
when the measured capacitance saturated to an almost constant
value �Fig. 6a�. A closer inspection of the curves for the TAR sample
at lower frequencies �f � 100 Hz in Fig. 6a� shows a marked in-
crease in the measured differential capacitance at the lowest elec-
trode potentials, very close to the zero photocurrent potential V�,
which agrees with the suggestion that such a parameter is a proxy of
the flatband potential of the oxide/El junction. The flattening of dif-
ferential capacitance at higher frequencies as well as the trend to-
ward a common potential-independent capacitance value agree with
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Figure 6. Inverse of differential capacitance vs UE plots at different frequen-
cies for �a� re-anodized air-treated niobia and �b� air-treated niobia at differ-
ent frequencies. The data plotted in figure have been corrected for the
equivalent series resistance and the Helmholtz double-layer capacitance
�20 
F cm−2�.
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the expected behavior of a-SC thin films.14,36 In fact, the width of
the space-charge region in a-SC is XSC = 0/CSC��,�S�, and its
value, both potential and frequency dependent as the capacitance of
a-SC, extends across all the films with increasing ac frequency �see
also the theory below�. Such findings have been reported for differ-
ent passive films on valve metals �Ref. 20 and references therein�
including cast Nb.14,16,17

As for the capacitance data of as-formed and re-anodized air-
treated samples, at frequencies �5 kHz, the capacitance is higher
than the value expected for an ideal insulating film �see the value at
f � 5 kHz� owing to a possible contribution coming from surface-
state capacitance �CSS� or to a width of the space-charge region
lower than the whole film thickness. Because both hypotheses ap-
peared, in principle, a plausible test of surface-state contribution to
oxide capacitance was carried out by determining which value of
CSS to subtract to the measured capacitance at each frequency to get
a value equal to that measured at the highest frequency �20 kHz�. It
came out that in a range of frequencies going from 10 Hz to 2 kHz,
the contribution of CSS varies from �35 to �15 nF cm−2 �see Fig.
6a�. Such a small change in CSS values does not seem compatible
with the strong frequency dependence theoretically expected in such
a large range of frequencies, but it appears compatible with a fre-
quency dependence mechanism of hopping conduction in amor-
phous materials.21 According to this, we are forced to conclude that
the small change in capacitance value with frequency in re-anodized
or as-formed samples must be attributed to the amorphous nature of
the films, which agrees with the theoretically expected frequency
dependence of the space-charge region width in the amorphous SC
Schottky barrier13,14,31-34 and to the microscopic mechanism of elec-
trical conduction in the amorphous material.21

From the capacitance value, measured at the highest frequency
�10–20 kHz�, a value of relative dielectric constant in the range
53–56 was estimated for both samples of anodic niobia by using the
formula for the parallel plate capacitor �ox = Coxdox/0� and the
value of film thickness measured by TEM analysis of ultramicro-
tomed sections �157–159 nm, according to Ref. 37�. This ox value
is quite larger than that measured during the growth �ox = 42–44�
under a high electric field,2,14,38 and the difference in ox has been
attributed to the presence of the large electrostrictive effect, as re-
ported in Ref. 39.

According to Ord et al.,39 the dependence of the dielectric con-
stant from the electric field, Fel, can be written as

�Fel� = �0��1 − �Fel� �3�

from which an average value for the parameter �av = 6.62 Å V−1

has been derived by using a value of electric field during the growth
equal to 3.77 � 106 V cm−1 and an �Fel� value of 42–44 during
the growth. This �av value is intermediate between those reported by
Ord et al. �8.61 A/V�,39 based on ellipsometric studies, and the av-
erage value of 4.5 Å V−1 estimated by us on the basis of capaci-
tance measurements at low electric field �open-circuit potential� and
at the anodizing electric field. By assuming a permittivity value at
zero electric field �0� = 53, the following expression has been de-
rived for the permittivity at any other electric field Fav

�F� = 53�1 − 0.24 � Fav/Fan� �4�

where Fav and Fan represent the average and anodizing electric fields
within the oxide film, respectively. In the fitting procedure of admit-
tance curves, when a field-dependent dielectric constant was em-
ployed, the Fav/Fan ratio was approximated by the �UE
− UFB�/�Vf − Veq� ratio. In this last ratio, at constant film thickness
as during the DA measurements, the term at the numerator is a
proxy of the average electric field into the a-SC at the UE electrode
potential, while the term in the denominator is a measure of the
electric field during the growth. For stabilized films, the Vf value is
equal to the film thickness multiplied for the anodizing electric field
reported above, while the Veq is the equilibrium potential of the
reaction
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Nb2O5 + 10H+ + 10e− = 2Nb + 5H2O �5�

Vacuum- and air-treated samples.— As for the differential capaci-
tance behavior of the TA sample, at various frequencies, it appears
to agree with the amorphous nature of the oxides, as evidenced by
the influence of the frequency on the differential capacitance values
of the junction �see Fig. 6b�. As for the differential capacitance at 20
kHz, it appears very weakly dependent on the electrode potential
like for the insulating material when the space-charge region extends
across the entire film. However, from the capacitance value, mea-
sured at the highest potential and by using the formula for a parallel
plate capacitor �dox = Cox/ox0� and a value of relative dielectric
constant in the range 53–56, the estimated space-charge region is
still appreciably less �about 70%� than the value of film thickness
measured by TEM ��160 nm�. At variance with the TV sample for
which the theory of the a-SC Schottky barrier foresees an insulating
behavior at a much higher ��100 kHz� frequency �see also below�,
in the TA sample such a limiting behavior is expected at a lower
frequency �around 500 Hz�. A possible explanation for such a find-
ing is suggested in the next section.

As for the vacuum-treated sample, the values of differential ca-
pacitance changed very much in a large range of frequencies and
electrode potential values. Moreover, from the EIS data analysis for
such a sample, a behavior almost coincident with that of an ideally
polarizable a-SC/El interface, with a negligible contribution coming
from surface states, was observed, as described in Ref. 19. Accord-
ing to this, in fitting the DA plots at different frequencies, the elec-
trical equivalent circuit of the junction could be simplified by ne-
glecting the arms in parallel to the arm containing the impedance of
a-SC at any investigated frequency for UE � 0.5 V/SCE and at any
potential for ac frequencies f � 100 Hz. At the lowest exploited
frequencies �10 Hz � f � 50 Hz�, a very small correction of ad-
mittance values was carried out at UE � 0.5 V/SCE by using the
values of CSS and GSS derived from the EIS data analysis �see Table
II�.

In Fig. 7, we report for the vacuum-treated sample the inverse of
the capacitance a-Nb2O5/El junction measured at four different fre-
quencies �10 Hz, 200 Hz, 5 kHz, and 20 kHz�. The data plotted in
the figure have been corrected for the equivalent series resistance
and the Helmholtz double-layer capacitance �20 
F cm−2� as re-
ported in Ref. 19. An evident dependence of the capacitance values
from the ac frequency as well as from the electrode potential is
observed at variance with all other investigated samples. Both these
dependences of the capacitance values agree with the theoretical
expectations based on the theory of a-SC Schottky barriers �see
below� and at variance with the simplified Mott–Schottky theory of
the crystalline SC/El junction. In fact, in this last case, in the ab-
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sence of the surface-state contribution, frequency-independent ca-
pacitance vs potential plots40-45 are expected as long as a mono-
energetic donor distribution is assumed albeit spatially variable.44,45

The influence of relaxation effects in a very thin surface layer and of
deep lying donor distribution in crystalline SC has been taken into
account as a possible source of the frequency dependence and non-
linear Mott–Schottky �M-S� plots.46-48 From the M-S analysis of the
curves plotted in Fig. 7 in the low band-bending regime �UE
− UFB � 0.5 V�, it was possible to get a flatband potential value
almost independent of the ac frequency, while the slope of the M-S
linear part strongly changed with it. A computer simulation trying to
fit the observed behavior by assuming the existence of two donor
levels, a shallow one completely ionized and a second one deep
lying in the bandgap, failed in fitting the experimental data. These
aspects as well as further details on the results of M-S plot simula-
tion will be presented and discussed in a future paper.49

Electronic properties and energetics of aged a-Nb2O5/El inter-
face.— To get information on the electronic properties of aged nio-
bia and on the location of characteristic energy levels of the a-SC/El
junction, we carried out a detailed study of the DA plots in a large
range of frequencies �10 Hz–20 kHz�. Moreover, owing to an almost
ideal blocking behavior of the interface, an electrode potential inter-
val �UE − UFB � 6 V� well beyond the onset of the HBB
region16-18,32,33 was exploited.

In all the ranges of exploited frequencies, only the vacuum aged
sample displayed an SC-like behavior, while the other samples dis-
played an insulating-like behavior at any frequency �AF� or at fre-
quency slightly above 50 Hz �AT and TAR�.19 According to this, the
DA data of the TV sample are extensively reported in the following.
In Fig. 8, we report the experimental data and the fitting curves of
the two components of the DA, YSC, for two frequencies. The fitting
of experimental data was carried out by using for the film capaci-
tance and conductance, CSC and GSC, the theoretical expression de-
rived in the hypothesis of a DOS spatially nonhomogeneous but
almost constant in energy18

1

CSC�x,�,�S�
=

1

CSC��,�S�
f��x��S�� �6a�

GSC�x,�,�S� = GSC��,�S�g��x��S�� �6b�

where f��x�yS�� and g��x�yS�� are, respectively, two different trial
functions depending only on the electrode potential but changing
with the employed frequency. The term multiplying the two trial
functions can be considered as coincident with the expression of
�CSC�−1 and GSC in the absence of spatial variation in DOS distri-
bution �homogeneous film� but averaged in energy. In the hypothesis
of constant DOS and HBB regime, the following analytical expres-
sions for both components of the DA have been derived18,50

1

CSC,HBB��,�S�
=

1
�0e2N

	ln
�G

�C
+ �1 +

2

�G
��S − �G�


�7a�

GSC,HBB��,�S� = �2f
kT

�e��C

�0e2N

�	ln
�g

�C
+ �1 +

2

�G
��S − �G�
−2

�7b�

where N is the DOS in eV−1 cm−3, �S = �UE − UFB� is the potential
drop within the SC, �g = �Eg/2 − �EF�/e is the potential at which
the Fermi level crosses the half-gap of SC �around 1.35 V in our
case�, and �C is a characteristic potential in the theory of the a-SC
Schottky barrier;18 the other symbols have their usual meaning.
Equations 7a and 7b have been derived under conditions �S � �C
� 3kBT/e, and they coincide with the low band-bending expression
for � � � 13,18 when the substitution � = � is introduced in Eq.
S G G S
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7. As reported in Refs. 32 and 33, the previous equation should be
valid also in the presence of a DOS distribution variable with en-
ergy, provided that changes in DOS are small within kBT.

From the theory, it can be shown that �C is given by the rela-
tionship

�e��C = �e���xC� = − kT ln���0� − �EF �8�

where �EF = �EC − EF�bulk represents the distance in energy be-
tween the mobility edge, EC, and the Fermi level, EF, in the bulk of
the a-SC, and �e��C is the band bending at a distance xC from the
surface of the junction where the cutoff energy level E� crosses the
Fermi level �as explained in Ref. 18�. The cutoff energy level is
defined from the conditions

�� = 1 with � = �0 exp	E� − EC

kT

 �9�

where � is the capture/emission time of electron from the localized
energy level E to/from the conduction band mobility edge EC,m. It
comes out that xC changes with changing frequency, �, and band
bending �S. In particular, xC increases with increasing frequency at
constant polarization or with increasing polarization at constant fre-
quency. It is the dependence of xC from the ac frequency that is
reflected mainly in the frequency dependence observed in the
a-SC/El junction. More details on these aspects can be found in Ref.
16-18 and 31-35.

At variance with the usual M-S approach, the flatband potential
is now derived as a common fitting parameter of the two compo-
nents of admittance curves, GSC and CSC vs UE plots, at various
frequencies with the constraint on �C

d�C/d log f = − 2.3kT/�e� = − 59 mV/decade �10�

To reduce the arbitrariness of the �C value to be used in the fitting
procedure, we recall that, according to Eq. 7, the zeroing of the �C
value should occur at a frequency where a constant capacitance
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value is measured for any UE � �UFB + 3kBT/e�. In fact, at such a
frequency xC should reach the metal/oxide interface, and the entire
film behaves like a dielectric of constant thickness �CSC
= ox0/dox�. In Table III, we report the flatband potential values
derived from fitting at all investigated frequencies from which an
average UFB value of −0.42 � 0.025 V/SCE was estimated for the
TV niobia/H2SO4 solution interface. The fitting of experimental
curves was carried out by accepting a difference in the UFB values
for the two components of the admittance in the order of kBT/e volt.
The use of a variable dielectric constant does not appreciably change
the fitting parameter reported in Table III owing to the small change
in electric field values estimated by assuming the thickness of the
semiconducting oxide equal to the total measured oxide thickness
�157–159 nm�.

The flatband potential value for TV anodic niobia appears much
more ��0.2 V� cathodic than the value reported for thin and thick
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Figure 8. Experimental data and fitting
curves of the two components of the DA
for the vacuum-treated sample at �a� 10
and �b� 200 Hz according to the theory of
a-SC Schottky barrier.

Table III. Parameters obtained from the analysis of the DA
curves at different frequencies for the TV sample.

f
�Hz�

�C
�mV�

UFB from CSC
�V�SCE��

UFB from GSC
�V�SCE��

10 230 �0.432 �0.427
20 210 �0.427 �0.412
50 188 �0.422 �0.402
100 171 �0.432 �0.412
200 152 �0.436 �0.415
500 130 �0.417 �0.417
1000 112 �0.432 �0.422
2000 92 �0.427 �0.417
5000 70 �0.437 �0.417
10000 53 �0.437 �0.417
1

vo

1

vo

volt

1

volt

1
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untreated anodic oxides. By taking into account that no appreciable
change in the optical bandgap �tailing included� was evidenced by
PCS data, we conclude that the cathodic shift in the UFB value of the
TV sample, with respect to the as-formed one, agrees with the hy-
pothesis of an increased concentration of donor species due to an
increase in the Nb/O ratio. The UFB value agrees reasonably well
with the V� value derived from PCS measurements within the ex-
perimental uncertainty. As for the location of characteristic energy
levels �EF and EC�, we make use of the relationships

EF
0�El� = eUFB �11�

EC,bulk = EF,bulk − kT ln���0� − �e��C��� �12�

In the absence of further information, we can locate the mobility
band conduction edge of n-type a-SC, once a value of �C at any
arbitrary frequency is known, by using for �0 an average value of
10−12 s. By using for �C the value �0.23 V� reported in Table III for
f = 10 Hz, we can locate the conduction band mobility edge, EC,m,
0.37 eV above EF. The conduction band mobility edge, EC,m, calcu-
lated according to the theory of the a-SC Schottky barrier, stays
about 0.35 eV higher in energy than the conduction bandedge esti-
mated by using the approach based on the traditional M-S model for
crystalline SC.49 The location of the valence band mobility edge
EV,m can be carried out by using the optical bandgap reported above
�3.45 eV�.

As for the differential capacitance behavior of TA and TAR
samples at various frequencies, although in agreement with the
amorphous nature of the oxides as evidenced above, a big difference
can be traced out to the measured value of the differential capaci-
tance of the junction at the highest �20 kHz� employed frequency
�see Fig. 6�. After re-anodizing, the differential capacitance behavior
of the air-treated sample, as a function of the frequency, appears in
agreement with the fact that a more stoichiometric �insulating� oxide
is formed, so that the Fermi level of the a-SC decreases below the
cutoff energy level E� at a relatively low ac frequency. However, in
TA and TAR samples a frequency window �10 � f � 50 Hz�, cen-
tered at around 20 Hz, was found, in which the constraint ��C
� 0.075 eV� underlying the validity of Eq. 7 holds. According to
this, we report for both samples in Fig. 9a and b the best fit of DA
results at 10 Hz, from which the flatband potential and DOS distri-
bution as a function of the distance from the oxide/El interface could
be derived. To make an easy comparison with the TV sample, the
same equivalent circuit �absence of any CSS contribution� was used
to fit the differential capacitance data.

Analogously to the V� data in Table I, very different UFB values
were derived for the two samples with the most cathodic one ��0.41
V/SCE� pertaining to the TA sample, while the TAR sample dis-
played a much more anodic UFB value ��−0.14 V/SCE�. As men-
tioned before in the TAR sample, the measured value of capacitance
�at 10 Hz� was very close to the value expected if all the films
behave like a dielectric. The shift in UFB toward the anodic direc-
tion, as well as the value derived from the DA measurements, agrees
with the more insulating behavior of the TAR sample with respect to
the TA sample and with the PCS data reported in Table I.

In the TA film, the capacitance at 10 Hz is not too far from the
value measured at 20 kHz, and, also at this frequency, the measured
capacitance accounts for a space-charge region length much less
than the total film thickness. An estimate of the thickness of the TA
sample behaving as a dielectric layer can be carried out by using the
capacitance value measured at 20 kHz, together with the values of
the dielectric constant reported above, 53–56. From such a calcula-
tion, a dielectric film thickness equal to about 65–70% of the total
thickness �159 nm� is estimated, thus suggesting that some metalli-
zation of the inner oxide layer occurs, although the largest external
part of the film still behaves as an insulating-like a-SC. The flatband
potential ��0,41 V/SCE� obtained from best-fitting of the differen-
tial capacitance plot of the TA sample is slightly more negative than
V� �see Table I� and quite near to that derived for the TV sample.
Downloaded 26 May 2010 to 147.163.37.130. Redistribution subject to E
DOS distribution as a function of metal/oxide distance and en-
ergy distance from EF.— By taking advantage of the spectroscopic
character31-34 of the GSC��� vs UE plots, it is possible to get further
information on the DOS distribution as a function of the distance
from the metal/oxide interface as well as from the Fermi level dis-
tance. In fact, from GSC��� vs UE plots, at different frequencies, it is
possible to derive the spatial variation in DOS at the corresponding
energy level, EF − �e��C���, as

N�EF − �e��C� =
2

�kT

GSC��SC,��/�
CSC

2 ��SC,��
f��x��SC��C��C,0�

��
EF−�e��C

EF

N�E�dE �13�

and by substituting to the integral the term �e�� N . As a first ap-
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Figure 9. Experimental data and fitting curves of the inverse of the differ-
ential capacitance at 10 Hz. �a� TAR sample: e�c = 0.075 eV, UFB =
−0.17 V/SCE; �b� TA sample: e�c = 0.095 eV, UFB = −0.41 V/SCE. �c�
DOS distribution as a function of xC for TAR and TA samples.
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proximation for Nav, that one derived from the fitting of CSC at the
same � and xC values has been chosen. At constant xC �i.e., at a
fixed distance from the oxide/El interface�, but variable frequency,
the DOS distribution at a distance �e��C in energy below EF is
obtained.18

As for the TA and TAR samples, we report in Fig. 9c the DOS
distribution as a function of the distance from the metal/oxide inter-
face, from which it comes out that for both samples at equal distance
from the oxide/El interface, the DOS distribution
��1017 eV−1 cm−3� is about 2 orders of magnitude lower than that
reported ��1019 eV−1 cm−3� for the TV sample �see Fig. 10�.
These results could help to explain the disappearance of tailing in
the photocurrent spectra of the TA and TAR samples as mentioned
above. In fact, according to the theory of optical transitions in amor-
phous materials,21,25 a much lower intensity of photocurrent �lower
optical absorption coefficient� can be expected for these samples at
photon energies below the mobility gap where the DOS is about 2
orders of magnitude lower than that in the TV sample. The disap-
pearance of the tails in photocurrent spectra as well the large de-
crease in DOS evidenced from DA measurements are a strong sup-
port in favor of a rapid �exponential-like� decrease in localized states
near the two mobility edges.

In Fig. 10, we report the DOS distribution as a function of xC at
different frequencies for the TV sample. The dependence of the
DOS from the solution/oxide interface distance, at any frequency,
suggests a spatially increasing concentration of DOS on going from
the oxide/El interface �Nav � �1.9 � 0.3� � 1019 cm−3 eV−1� to-
ward the metal/oxide interface, with an average value of DOS at
about 30 nm from the oxide/El interface equal to Nav
� �2.5 � 0.4� � 1019 cm−3 eV−1. By interpolating the data of Fig.
10 by using a second-order polynomial law, Nav values on the order
of ��1–3� � 1020 cm−3 eV−1 are obtained for the DOS value at
the metal/oxide interface. Such values are not unrealistic although
almost 1 �or 2� order of magnitude higher than that derived for the
TA �or TAR and AF� sample. However, for these last samples the
DOS estimates are very approximate owing to the very limited range
of exploited frequencies.

An estimate of the DOS distribution, at an energy �e��C��� be-
low EF, can be obtained from Fig. 10 at a fixed distance from the
oxide/solution interface for different values of xC spanning a region
of the film wide about 20% of total film thickness �distance from
El/film interface ranging from �5 to �30 nm�. From such plots, it
comes out that in an energy window of �0,14 eV �10 Hz–2 kHz�,
an almost energy-independent electronic DOS distribution is derived
for the TV sample. At higher frequencies �i.e., for energy levels
nearer to EF�, the DOS distribution increases as theoretically as-
sumed for fitting the EIS spectra.19

The dependence of DOS on the metal/oxide distance has been
evidenced in previous works on Nb anodic films, not subjected to
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Figure 10. Plots of DOS distribution as a function of xC at different frequen-
cies for TV sample.
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any thermal treatment, and it seems a quite general trend for anodic
films on valve metals.14,36 However, according to the literature
data,3,13,14 in the presence of thermal aging under vacuum, the pos-
sibility of a larger decrease in the oxygen/metal ratio in the inner
part of the oxide must be taken into account owing to the tendency
of oxygen to diffuse into Nb metal. According to this, the formation
of substoichiometric Nb2O�5−x�,

1,3,24,51 having possibly metallic
properties,52 in the inner part of the anodic oxide cannot be ruled out
for both TV and TA samples. This suggestion should agree with the
DA measurements if we consider that a good fitting of DA results
was obtained by assuming a true semiconducting behavior for the
most exterior part of the oxide having a thickness in the range of
�50 nm for the TV sample and �100 nm for the TA sample. A
fitting of the DA curves in such a hypothesis was also carried out,
showing that with respect to the previous results, only very minor
changes in the UFB or �C values were necessary, while appreciable
differences appeared in the DOS distribution. Further experiments
are now in progress trying to determine the spatial extent of changes
in oxygen/metal ratio in the inner oxide regions.

Conclusions

From the detailed investigation based on PCS, EIS, and DA mea-
surements in a rather large range of frequencies and electrode po-
tentials, a quite self-consistent picture of the solid-state and elec-
tronic properties of as-formed and thermally treated anodic niobia
appears. A unifying approach based on the theory of amorphous SC
is able to rationalize the photoelectrochemical and electrical behav-
iors of untreated and thermally aged amorphous niobia films. The
use of magnetron-sputtered niobium film allowed us to minimize the
interference of the surface treatment usually reflected in the spurious
frequency dependence of the circuital elements introduced in fitting
EIS data.

In this work, the behavior of anodic niobia films after thermal
treatment under vacuum �TV� can be interpreted in agreement with
the behavior expected for the a-SC junction barrier behaving as an
ideally polarizable interface. According to the theory, an almost con-
stant flatband potential of UFB = −0.42 � 0.025 V/SCE has been
derived for the vacuum-treated sample in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution in a
large range of exploited ac frequencies. Such a value is more ca-
thodic than that of the as-formed anodic film owing to a shift in the
Fermi level of the oxide toward the conduction band mobility edge.
This shift, observed only for thermally treated electrodes, is attrib-
uted to the decrease in the oxygen/metal ratio due to the oxygen
diffusion inside the metallic substrate with a consequent filling of
the vacant localized state lying within the mobility gap of the amor-
phous semiconducting niobia.

Both the thermal treatment and the re-anodizing process affect
the solid-state properties of the as-formed and vacuum-treated
samples in a different way, as evidenced by the PCS study. Subtle
changes in the DOS distribution occurs as a consequence of the
different treatments, and such changes have been evidenced by both
photoelectrochemical and DA studies.
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